
seating next to me and they will be moving to Rome soon making me also think that it is in fact quite nice in the south although the Swedish landscape I passed through on the train was really
special, very pure.

A productive day started with a very cold and gray weather, quite differing from the sunny weekend I just had with Myrthe on the opposite coast. It was nonetheless ok as I took the car to the
Arabic mechanic. I did not trust him from the beginning but he turned out competent and had a big carpet with Jesus hanging in his office. At home I talked a bit with Richi before getting started
on my thesis and moving through my theoretical part getting quite much talking about religion and discipline. In the afternoon after some rice and fish I kept writing while waiting a phone call
from a seller of an ergonomic saddle chair to heal my back. The mechanic instead called and I went to get the car back. He was very happy that I paid without blinking my eyes. Later at last the
seller of the chair called and I drove listening to classic music to the east of Stockholm. The chair was new, the girl did not use it and I could get it quite cheaply. Back home I had fun with Richi
to lift it up from the terrace and give him my own chair. The rest of the evening I spent making a proper red beet soup and getting back to my sober diet particularly now that I might have to save
allot of money for the land.

A very gray day in which however I woke up early and did a good update of my project with my new saddle chair. I also manage to do some carpentry work and lift my desk 30 centimeter higher
so that i can also support my seating with my elbows. Later I went to the university and started quite well, going through Stina's corrections of my thesis but then decided to go to a seminar in
town since the qidong section was canceled. The seminar was one of those money networks bringing in rather boring academics now consuming the topic of digital media and religion. I enjoyed
part of it though but I cannot get how it always have to benefit society, what an idotic premise to which no one dares to go against... being them fed by society itself. Anyhow, I left early and got
back doing at last some video editing on the train and then feeling quite tired now waiting for the karate section. I also might call the Italian agent to hear about the land... 

A very good day feeling very strong after the karate training yesterday night and not so much about the combat part which I sort of dislike but all the stretching and reflex exercises. I went up at a
decent hour (5 AM) and updated my project to then fix my dissertation prior sending it to Stina. I felt so energetic that I took Richi with me to the mall and bought a thin mattress to have on my
Japanese mattress and the also some equipment for my van like something to recharge and attach my mobile on. After a nice lunch with my little brother Richi, I did a laundry for both and fixed
up the car with a new mattress where to sleep inside and other things to make it a vehicle where I can live inside while traveling south. I also had to clean quite some color the previous owner, a
painter, spilled on the plastic carpets of the metal cabinet embedded in the trunk. Beside for that, I went back to my room and managed to get the agent of the land in Italy to finally get a price
from the owners. I then got the bank to grant me a loan and called the agent to finalized everything for good so perhaps I will be indeed a landowner! Loads of details though to overlook still...

A gray day like the weather. I tried to start an Italian bank account to help me buying the land but I did not really succeeded nor I succeeded hearing about the loan. Also, after fixing a bit the car
and doing a bit of work like setting up at last the LED panel on the wall, I went to buy some car supplies on the way to the university. I wanted to set up a heater to sleep inside in the winter but I
did not manage to find a solution. I got other stuff though but got quite disturbed by Myrthe proposing to move in to a new apartment with a guy friend. I am still quite disturbed although she
decided not to. At last I drove to August to pick him up from school, went for a burgher, trained some karate together and had fun, We then went to swim and also had fun there before he had
swim lesson and he was in fact really good. In the evening Liselott was already home and we talked about her and  I felt quite good of the idea that August might go to live in the
countryside in a few years, but it is up tp him... 

A long day waking up at 3 in the morning and deciding to drive directly to the university where I went straight to the gym before eating some breakfast with some milk for coffee from the
department and later meet Stina. She did read only the introduction of all I wrote but was very constructive in telling me how to restructure it. I am learning allot from her, feeling I might at last
become a writer without too much sophistications in his way of thinking. Later I shared my noodles with Roman also to celebrate the fact that the owners of the Italian land have at last decided to
sell it to me. I still have an inflamed muscle in my right upper back and then I asked Eleonora to give me a massage to later talk to Francesco, her husband and invite them over for dinner next
week when sweet Myrthe is here. The latter has been very nice of me and comprehensive of my worries... can't wait to hug her. All sleepy I drove back to August who is now playing with
Johnatan while I am waiting for the lotion I had on some rusted parts of my van to take effect.

The day started okay; I woke up next to August after a nice sleep. Outside the sky was clear and after updating my project I went out for some tai-chi and my back still did not feel nice. August
was awake at a certain point but then went back with Liselott to bed. She was coughing and certainly had an hangover. I did not like and got angry with August who did not wished to follow me
out in the sun. At last I waited outside fixing my van and he came out. We then went to old Uppsala and spent a beautiful day at the viking burial mounds, climbing them up as we used to and
then playing to roll down from them. At last we went into a cowfield to check two small calves, climbed a big birch and even found a little country mouse that is now in a cookie box we bought
at a supermarket. We are now off to old Björn to celebrate October with a beer him and his wife brewed.

A rainy day after driving so long yesterday night back from beautiful Gamla Uppsala and a nice reception at Björn. He felt like an old buddy, trying to reconnect with me after years a apart and
want to help me as an art curator. This morning anyway I woke and updated my project although I really feel my back quite tired of seating and writing. I then went out to get a package I
received with the wrong kind of panels for me to keep up painting and noticed that my neighbours were out working. I then got back home and also went out to help them cleaning the garden, I
needed it and it was fun. I met some nice people too particularly Mats, a neighbour artist who only uses the apartment here as a week day base to go to work. People were very happy to have me
hearing about my land in the alps and I think I get really lighted talking about it too. We even ate some chili together and at last I went back inside where Richi was watching Formula One in
corrupted Russia. I spent the rest of the afternoon taking a bath at last and falling asleep for a bit before searching on the net for tools I need to do some gardening in my land and a way to heat
the car in the winter. Now I am just cleaning my computer desktop...

A quite okay day, waking up rather late at last and updating my project before signing all the papers for my loan and send them. Hopefully now the land will work out. Later I went for a run then
ate a pasta and talked to Richi before taking a nice nap. When I woke up Myrthe announced me that she got to rent the bottom of a nice house in Utrecht and we talked on the phone about it. I am
very happy for her and made plans now to slowly drive there with August during his Halloween holiday. We can travel a bit then, visit some places, help her moving and come back by plane. I
need to see what he thinks! I also managed to rework a bit the introduction of my thesis but it will require possibly more time tomorrow. Seating in the new chair has been hard but I guess seating
in general is quite hard for my back now and hopefully tomorrow I will manage.

An okay day waking up way too early but feeling rather productive and getting quite much done, before going back to bed and also be very productive there with some nice dreams. At last I went
to the university and decided to screw karate but keep up with my own training instead as I did so far very consistently. I did so doing yoga, tai-chi, boxing and weight lifting before going back to
the department, eat my lunch box and start writing loads of statistics for thesis introduction. The back was not so super painful and I am now going home that the weather is gray and cold. 

A day dedicated entirely on my thesis since I updated my project in the middle of the night again. Beside I also manage to get  to get me in contact with an Italian banker so that I can
safely transfer my money there before the Swedish crown gets weaker. I kept writing all afternoon and now I feel quite done with it... perhaps I will just spend the evening manually scanning a
pile of drawings in front of a classic movie or so. Nonetheless I have being trying to work hard now since it might be that I am off on the road for quite some time soon.

Today I finally slept properly after a week. I did not feel so much of a back pain either and set out to go to the university after a rapid update of my project. Once there I went directly to the gym
to do a proper workout despite my back feeling a bit soar again after driving. I then had some lunch and sat with Roman in our little office to write a bit of my thesis before setting off to August
with a cold rain. I wanted to propose him a one week Halloween trip to have fun, leave the car in the Netherlands for the winter, help Myrthe moving and go to her old grandmother's birthday
party, all of it taking it really easy, driving down in a whole week of adventures. August did not want to hear about it so the plan is screwed and I might have to drive the car in the Netherlands
next month instead, hopefully before the snow else I am really screwed since I am not allowed to drive in Europe with the nailed winter tires I have. I might in the end only go to Jacek in Malmö
with August then or something. I am now in my van writing and waiting for Myrthe to land... 

An okay day waking up with sweet little Myrthe on my side but way too early again. I then worked 3 to 6 am feeling up all the papers to open the Italian bank account for my land prior my usual
update. After which I went to sleep for a few hours and later went to get the camping stove I got from the post for our trip down south which I will now presumably do with Myrthe from Sunday.
At the university I supervised two students and I was full of ideas for them, really beyond the total conventional and pedagogical way these Swedes comments on one another. Meantime I also
kept up working on my bank papers and in the afternoon, during a quite boring dissertation of a super silent Estonian researcher I managed to send over to Italy great part of the money I need to
buy the land. The rest I will have to really save in these coming three months. Now I am waiting for Myrthe at the commuter platform; we are going for a stroll in town and will meet Jacek. My
belly is by now a bit full after eating at the disputation reception some snacks.

I woke up next to little Myrthe today the the weather was quite grayish again but I slept well and we made love before eating breakfast and setting out by car to several second hand shops to look
for things for the new house she is now going to rent in Utrecht. After going to some terribly crowded places we finally found a nice second hand on the highway where we got some wool
blankets and other small quality stuff to bring down to the Netherlands on our trip tomorrow. Now we are home after eating some tortellini and I am very much preparing and thinking what to
bring with me since the van will stay in the Netherlands and next time we are to travel with it to my land in the alps. Myrthe is taking a small nap and I am sort of thinking what I need...

A day completely dedicated to drive out of Sweden. It was quite nice from the beginning to go through the empty Swedish landscape and then stop in the tiny cute Jonköping before moving on in
the very wet and rainy Southern part of Sweden. The trip was certainly long and rather monotonous but Myrthe and I had quite some nice moments together. Now she is driving through Denmark
playing music on the radio and doing a very good job driving. Tonight, soon, we are directing ourselves to "wild camping" on the West of this peninsula where possibly our ancestors came from.

A nice day yesterday waking up in the van parked on the German ocean, with the wind blowing and the rain pouring down after a nice evening in a tiny town eating schnitzel and looking at the
stars. I let Myrthe sleeping and just drove in the middle of the night but had to finally stop under the roof of a gas station to wait for them to open and put in some fuel. I had a nice sleep there
next to Myrthe and at 6 AM. after they opened, I was able to drive quite along stretch passed the giant Hamburg. From there Myrthe drove to Bremen were we stopped to contemplate the
beautiful remainings of yet another German city destroyed by the war... what a shame! Driving forward to the Netherlands "Vanny", this is how Myrthe calls the van, started making quite some
noise and a nice mechanic found out that it was a problem with one of the front wheels. We anyway could drive all the way to some tiny German villages before entering the nice Dutch
countryside, very green and with an amazing sky. Zwolle, the city where we had Vanny to rest a bit, was really nice, with a daring combination of old and modern, something that Italians should
look at. In the evening we finally reached destination in Utrecht but only found free parking in the suburbs and Myrthe got really tired to walk home while I was still very energetic of this first
desendence half a way from my native Alps.

A good day of sleep after the last two days of traveling but also of work going to the Utrecht library and spending the morning to update my project. Later I came home to eat some beans I
bought at the supermarket here in Utrecht and to work a bit on my thesis before going out shortly and try to fix a few things like a hook for my many keys to have in my pocket. Later, waiting for
Myrthe to come back home I updated my Finnish friend Mervi's website and helped Björn to find a place in Venice for one of his museum's artists. I still have not heard much from Italy, like
from my land, but I did talk to  and will now hear if the money have made it to my new bank account there.

A good day waking up after a nice night of sleep next to sweet Myrthe and then moving on, going with her to Vanny and putting our bikes inside before driving "her" to the mechanic. The way
back by bike was cold and rainy but the sun came out several times. Once home I got a phone call from Jacek who wished some support to change supervisor. He is now like me a year ago but
will see. Later, after eating a bit of yesterday's rice with Myrthe, I had a talk with the agent from the Italian land and later heard from the mechanic that there were quite some problems with the
car and I will have to pay quite a bit... I sort of liked it because in total then for this car I will spend 36.000 Swedish. In the afternoon, also pushed by Myrthe, I joined a seminar on early cinema
and magic. The lecturer, a German guy, turned out to be quite good but the discussion was also quite limited also later when we sat on a bar together. I was happy though to see that there are in
fact eclectic academics. Now I am home and Myrthe will be meeting new candidates to go and live with her in her new house, which turned out to be very nice.

I woke up in the middle of the night and was very productive also applying for a show in Dublin and for a conference here in Utrecht. I have really little hope for these things and only feel good
about my biggest hope, the land. Also my visit to Den Haag was rather depressing having found a super capitalist city, gray, exploited and with ugly people. Now I am on my way to Delft and
only long for my land. In the evening Myrthe should join me there...

A very nice day, making over my bad mood yesterday and enjoying my time with Myrthe who was super helpful biking with me to get Vanny from the mechanic and even anticipating money for
the expensive bill. Meantime two girls were looking at her room to take over it now that Myrtina will have a new house. The morning passed really nicely with me buying food and preparing a
nice salad before seating down to do more work. My back hurt though so I had to walk and later Myrthe joined me to look quickly if there was anything for her new house at the second hand
shop and then walk to Petra and Peppino's place. After playing with them and wish Petra good luck with the upcoming baby we went home since tomorrow I will have to catch a super early
flight.

A long time waking up very early and biking with sweet Myrthe in the middle of the night to our little Vanny, only to drive later all the way to Germany to catch a flight back to Sweden. I saw
Myrthe driving south to her brother and I went in the Muslim filled little airport and was soon after in coldish and grayish Sweden, going to Jacek, in his old studio where he has been on a retreat
for a while. From there we took one of our usual walks and got some tea by a fire only to talk about the possibility of owning a land together. It was in the valley where I used to take August to
play after school a few years back. Later we went back to his studio and met Jen, a Danish Swedish guy who likes allot my work and has been often trying to isolate himself living on very little
and off society. I was really excited about his way of living and made a small interview with him. I am not sure I liked his philosophy completely, particularly when he said that one should not
have any goals in life. I thing to expectations maybe can lead to disillusion but I explain to him that it is my very project to give me a direction and goals in life. Later I followed Jacek to Brett's
place where we ate vegetarian food with a Taiwanese American friend of Brett.

A good day waking up in Jacek's apartment after going out a bit in the evening to one of Brett's colleagues. Everyone was asleep so I could do quite much project updating after so many days
spent a bit on the road. I continue updating my project all morning long and later had some breakfast with Jacek and Kathy, the American Taiwanese and lesbian friend of Brett. I kept updating
allot of my project and at last we went out to tow to meet another of Brett's colleague but anyway Jaceck and I kept talking and I also had to deal with August who suddenly didn't want to come
over. I really looked forward to spend a easy time together without going much back and forth so I insisted for him to come over. I have at last managed and now I am on my way to pick him up.
OUtside is dark and cold but we can have a good time together.

A very plain day considering the amount of work I could do now with the sun in the alps. It is gloomy here and I have been managing mostly computer related work. While August was sleeping,
after a nice and long American movie yesterday about a boy helping a criminal, I updated my project and edited a few things before also getting back to my thesis writing about the construction
of my tebah. The only break to our digital work, since August also sat next to me making his own virtual world, the only was break was a walk to the supermarket to get allot of cheap but healthy
grocery now that I am trying to save as much for the Italian land. 

An okay day waking up and doing a lot of updating to then go out to pick up a very nice landscape saw I got from Japan and prepare to go out with August. The weather was nice and we walked
all the way to Södertälje and then across the cemetery to the print shop where I got a few prints to finish my show room and prepare for next week presentation at the University of the Arts. With
August I also went to the toy store before heading back to town and getting a few more things. I don't have a metro card just now but we did go on the commuter the last bit home. Now August
his building his future farm on his virtual world and I will set up a bit of the show room, trying to avoid to end up watching yet another movie tonight.

An okay day, feeling a bit distressed about the distance from Myrthe and from my land in the sun. It is gloomy here and all seems still and depressing. I anyway got busy all day attempting to
finish my show room while August played constantly on his Minecraft game. For lunch it was nice to be around Riccardo and later on I also took August to the playground. We did some nice
games with the ball and sticks but at last he got very much depressed and did not want to go home. I will try to have him to bath now and then I will take a picture of the show room with




